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House divides to improve campus life
By Mary Anna Brown
SGA Beat Reporter
The
Student
Government
Association House of Representatives
met yesterday at 5:30 p.m. to discuss
concerns brought forth by the organizations in attendance.
Speaker of the House Matt Walker
opened the meeting and instructed
House members to divide into small
groups and brainstorm areas of MTSU
needing improvement.
"As a House body representing the
opinions of the students on campus, we
need to develop solid strategies and
plans," Walker said. "We have finally
gotten the attention of the administration and we want to utilize that to its

fullest potential."
A leader from each group presented
their ideas to the rest of the House. Ideas
brought to the table were separated into
seven major categories.
The first category, financial aid, will
address the cordiality and customer service skills of staff in the financial aid office,
request an itemized tuition bill and work
for more scholarship merit given to
upperclassmen versus the amount of
scholarship given to freshmen.
The second category, campus security, will work on making security more
visible on campus and petition for more
lights and call boxes to be added on
campus, especially in the Greek Row,
Recreationa Center and outer areas.
The third category, organizational
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concerns, will focus directly on student
organizations and their needs including
requesting better and free meeting facilities, open hours for the student organi-

zation workshop office, monthly organizational activities and growing organizational unity.
The fourth, a category designed to
stress the importance of increased organizational advertising in Sidelines,
Sidelines Online and Channel 10, as well
as better advertising on campus
through signs and a campus calendar.
The fifth category is parking services
and transportation and will inquire
specifically how the parking fee is being
used, question why blind and disabled
students pay a parking fee, petition for
designated freshman parking, set shutde bus schedules and routes and purchase more bike racks around campus.
The sixth category, school spirit, will
work for easier access for student tail-

gating and address the concerns of students who stay on campus during the
weekends.
The seventh category deals with miscellaneous student concerns and will
tackle areas such as the future of condemned Ezell and Abernathy Halls, the
expansion of the KUC, extended hours
of campus facilities, a website critiquing
teachers and hosting student feedback,
class enrollment sizes, more webenhanced courses and the plus/minus
grading system.
The Project groups will report their
progress to Speaker Pro Tempore Dale
Parker.
Approximately 30 House members
See SGA, 2
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Downtown Transforms Into Art-Town pick crap

Weekend FLASH!

Photos by Alicia Moore | Staff Photographer

(Above) Artist Michael J. McBride turns the etching on his canvas into a kaleidoscope-image of layered colors.
(Left) "Portrait of David," a 20-foot sculpture, was created by Doug Schatz, an MTSU art professor.

By Rachel Robinson

Staff Writer
The aroma of sweet kettle corn filled
the air of the first annual Fest de Ville
Nashville, even before getting into the
gate. Nashville's streets were morphed
into a "celebration of all things artisticFriday, Sept. 22 through the following
Sunday.
Artists from all genres attended and
displayed their talents at Fest de Ville
Nashville.
The weekend's festivities
brought a whole new beat to the city of
Nashville's streets.
Along with the kettle corn, which is
sweet popcorn, many commercial and
noncommercial performers and visual

artists were in abundance this weekend.
Rain and dreary weather did not stop
spectators from coming out and supporting their favorite artists and others, not so
well known.
The Fest de Ville Nashville was presented by CMT. made possible by
American Express and is part of the celebration of TPAC's 20th anniversary. With
a weekend scheduled with more than 60
hours of programming on three different
outdoor stages, three theaters and many
other lobbies, the scene was overwhelming with culture upon entering the gates.
The path from the gate lead directly
past one of the many "Artist At Work"
booths.
Each booth was depicted by work from

the artist inhibiting it at the moment. In
one, artist Vic Hood was chiseling and
carving a block of wood into a man. The
detail that was put into the facial features
made the bust look all the more real and
full of awe. Wandering on down the
street, the ground began shaking with the
familiar tune of guitars and bagpipes.
On the Bank of America stage was an
eclectic ensemble. Kathy Mattea. Ceili
Rain and Cherish the Ladies were performing songs that had a country meet
Scotland sort of twist to them, but that
guaranteed a foot-stomping crowd. The
last song that I heard was by all three
bands. After performing separately, they

They say our generation is lazy and
apathetic. I say we
are jaded and cynical. We just don't
believe in anything
we
have
been
offered.
We are disgusted
with the choices we
are given in life in
general, but particularly in politics. In
Turner the national elecHutchens tions, we don't want
to pick tweedleAssistant dumb or tweedleNews Editor idiot. So we don't
pick anyone.
I don't think it is good that we don't
pick and don't act. I am in no way
encouraging anyone not to vote. Vote,
vote, VOTE! But don't vote for someone you don't like, or that you consider "the lesser of two evils." Why would
you want to vote for anyone you considered "evil"? Thinking like that will
only get you one of the two evils, and
next time an election rolls around, you
will have two other evils to pick from.
So we should pick something else!
That's right, abstaining from voting is
not a vote against the system. Voting
for someone who isn't part of the system is a vote against the system.
Or if you don't have a problem with
the "system," how about this? It's a vote
against incompetence. Not voting only
says, "I don't care." Maybe I'm a little
too optimistic. Maybe you don't care.
Okay, stop reading here. I know you're
not bored enough to read the paper if
you don't care.
For those few of you who may still
be reading, it's not throwing away your
vote
to vote your conscience.
Throwing your vote away is to vote for
someone who you consider "evil" even
if they are the lesser of two evils.
It took me about two minutes to
find a website — politicsl.com — that
listed all the major, and not so major,
third parties. You can pick your party:
Natural Law, Green. Libertarian.
Reform. Worker's World. Prohibition,
Constitution. American. Grass Roots.

See ART in FLASH.', 4
See Crap, 2

Honors lecture: science is a contact sport'
By Sarah Johnson
Lecture Series Beat Reporter
Preston J. MacDougall, professor of chemistry,
demonstrated that "science is a contact sport," as he
addressed the issue of "The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions" at Monday's Honors lecture.
MacDougall's lecture featured Thomas S.
Kuhn's book. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.
Published in 1962, the book ignited debate with its
concept of paradigm shifts.
He showed examples of famous diagnoses in
which scientists thought they had created a revolution, yet, in reality, had not. An example was the

idea of 'Polywater', in which water can be solid at
room temperature. The theory, studied by numerous scholars, received great attention during the
1960s when the United States Navy invested in its
research.
Of all theories that have come about, it is important to remember that all theories must be falsifiable. MacDougall said. That, he says, is difficult for
people to realize when they think they have created
a revolution.
It is just as difficult, he said, for them to have a
paradigm shift and adopt other's ideas as their own.
"It is very scary to them...it is like their whole
world is going to disappear."

Even MacDougall found himself in this situation when he wrote his thesis, presenting a new paradigm in his field. He received negative criticism for
his ideas from those with differing viewpoints.
MacDougall concluded that, with everyone
holding different world views, there will always be
paradigm shifts to be made. Due to the fear of
change, there will always be conflict and science will
always be "a contact sport."
The Honors Lecture Series takes place every
Monday at 3 p.m. in Peck Hall, Room 109A. Next
weeks lecture. "The Info-Eco Revolution.'' will be
Photo by Becky Pickering | Staff Photographer
presented by William F. Ford. The lectures are free Senior Austin Fitzpatrick talks with
and open to the public. ♦
MacDougall after his lecture on Monday.
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WORLD BRIEFS
Compiled By Turner Hutchens - Assistant News Editor

Negotiations break
down on compensation for sick workers

Supporters hope to attach a compensation plan to another bill, but they
acknowledge that prospects are dim his
late in the congressional session. ♦

WASHINGTON
(AP)
Congressional negotiations on a compensation plan for thousands of people
made sick by their work at nuclear
weapons plants broke down Monday,
less than a week after ill workers came
to Capitol Hill and begged lawmakers
to find a compromise.
House and Senate conferees negotiating differences on the Defense
Authorization Act reached an impasse
on the compensation issue and
dropped it from their discussions.
"It's really pathetic what has happened here. People are going to lose
their lives. They're going to breathe
their last breaths knowing this government has not kept faith with them," said
Rep. Ted Strickland, D-Ohio, whose
district includes the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant.

fi.

Tuscaloosa couple
files
IllCS suit
SUll against
agcllIlSi
Firestone, Ford

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) - A
Tuscaloosa
couple
has
sued
Bridgestone/Firestone ami Ford, claiming the two companies are responsible
for a wreck in Venezuela that killed one
of their children .mil injured two others.
Carlos Brzobohaty and his wife,
Glenda Brzobohaty De Defaria, ask for
unspec ified compensatory and punitive
damages tor the April IS accident that
occurred when a tin tread separated on
a 1997 Find Explorer, which crashed
into a car driven by Mrs. Brzobohaty.
The suit was tiled Sept. 19 in federal
court in Birmingham. ♦

Crap: Lesser of two evils shouldn't be an option
Continued from I
Socialist or Social Workers Parties.
They all have their own presidential
and vice-presidential candidates.
And if, after looking over these
options, you still feel like your choosing between evils, there are about 75
independents running for president
this year, also listed at politicsl.com.
No, I don't expect any of these people to win. They will all lose, most of

them big time. But you won't have
voted for someone you think is wrong.
You won't have bought into the institutionalized evil, or at least the institutionalized incompetence. If you don't
like your choices, pick someone else!
This applies for local and legislative
offices just as much, if not more. We
need to change things.
Now if this November you feel like
either Bush or Gore represents your
view and your sentiments, even in a

sort of "not quite" way, vote for one of
them. Cast that ballot for your man.
But if you, like so many people, think
that neither of them is the right man
for the job, or more importantly the
right kind of man for the job, you
should pick someone else.
There are other candidates. There
are other people in the world. And if
you, like me, are more than just a little
disgusted with the modern political
process, pick someone better! ♦

SG A: Groups delegated to various student tasks
Continued from I
were in attendance at the meeting, but
Walker stated that the House role is still
being constructed.
"The By-laws state that the House
makeup should be determined on the
first meeting, however, we had significantly more people show up this week

than last week," Walker said.
"If you want to be involved, we are
going to give you as much opportunity
as you need, but we don't want organizations who aren't going to be involved
because they are a drag on the system."
House members are allowed to miss
no more than three meetings per
semester.

Walker concluded the meeting at
6:40 p.m. with an announcement that
"Who's Who Among American College
and University Students'" applications
can be picked up in the SGA office and
have to be returned by Oct. 23.
For more information on House
projects, contact Matt Walker in the
SGA office at 898-2464. ♦
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From the staff

University needs more
controversial events
Last week, there »v ;
display on campus dealing
with abortion and apparent
genocide.
Not everyone agreed with
the message or the way the
message was illustrated, but
at least it got the MTSU
community thinking. Thai s
good.
But what about this week?
Things are back to normal.
and students are going
mindlessly to their classes or
jobs or wherever they
normally go during the
course of a week.
Where's the controversy?
Part of the college
experience should be to
ignite opinions and free
thinking. Without that.
students aren't getting an
education.
What they're getting is
mere training.
Training is fine for a
technical school, but MTSU
is considered to be a liberal
arts university.
Supposedly, educated
people are to be the leaders

of the future. That sounds a
bit elite, but to an extent it is
true.
This world of ours is not
perfect. In order to change it,
we need a new pool of ideas.
Without that, we're just
learning the rules of "the
game, instead of redefining
the game.
In the film Dead Poets
Society. Robin William's
character said as educated
people we must constantl\
look at things in a differenl
way.
Those words hold true for
this universitj as well.
The waj it is now
controversial speakers and
protests are as sporadii a:
victor) from our football
Irani

We need to have more
consistent events. Maybe not
ever) week, but twice a
month would be good.
That way students would
have the opportunity to learn
outside of the classroom and
get some intellectual
entertainment.
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A day in the life of
Gore's presidency
Campaign Commentary
Kevin

Latta

The
latest
round of polls has
shown the number
of undecided voters shrinking as Al
Gore's
lead

increases.
As usual, many
in the media and
the
Democratic
Party are already claiming victory even though over five
weeks remain until Election Day. Earlier in the race, as he
was enjoying what seemed to be an insurmountable lead,
( (urge W. Bush's camp alluded to his impending victory
as well.
I know that the poll numbers on the whole are probably more accurate than not. But I also know that they can
swing drastically in a very short amount of time. For
example, this column is being frantically pounded out on
the back side of deadline Friday, and we can hope...er...I
mean...there's a chance that by publication Wednesday the
numbers could be back in Bush's favor.
Although I have faith that Americans are going to do
what's In the best interest of the greatest country in the
woi Id and elect George W. Bush on Nov. 7th, Gore's numbei s give me .i sinking feeling in my gut. My fear of what
will resull should a majority of Americans be blinded by
the empty rhetorii ol \1 Gore and actually elect him
haunts me
Jusi ii
insert fuzzy screen for dream sequence
clock wakes you from a slumber of
pleasanl dreams into a country under the administration
ol Al Gore \s you wrench open your eyes and click the
I \ on the morning news, the story on the screen in front
ol you is detailing the President's plan to phase out the
internal combustion engine.
"1 invented the internal combustion engine." says
President Gore, "and I'm uniquely qualified to know when
it's time for it to go."
Over your morning coffee, the lead story i■ ■ the paper
outlines a research project sponsored by Honda Inc. that
has actually created an internal combustion engine that
emits cleanei air than it takes in. In a related story, Al Gore
claims to have invented this .is well. He then goes further,
and in a speech to the Big Three Automakers says that he
Will fight for the internal combustion engine for as long as
their contributions have many, many zeroes behind them.
On your way to work, you stop at one of many tollbooths put in place because the federal government under
President Gore grew so rapidly that, even while operating
on a surplus, it funneled all of the local money from the
stiles before re-instituting programs under a matching
funds system. So it is at least a relief to know as you stop
at the second lollbooth that half of what you put in will be
used locally. Unfortunately it's being used to build more
Staff Columnist

m
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■■■■

tollbooths. and the Gore administration has recently been
hinting at legislation that would federalize control of the
money made through the program.
After a quick check of the stock market and a heavy
sigh as you contemplate the money you could have made
with the Social Security deductions that your President
refuses to give you any control over, you pull in to work
for another day. Lately, most of your job has been packing
up boxes, through promises that he made and verbal contracts for which he was paid in campaign contributions.
Al Gore has ensured that 99 percent of the workload in
your company will be outsourced to people in places like
Korea, and you've got to get them up to speed. However,
since reviewing our most top-secret nuclear files and
spending a few nights in The White House, most of them
have become fairly pro-American, and it appears that they
will assimilate quickly to the lower standards of quality
that they will adhere to in the future.
Joe Leiberman is stumping in a town nearby, touting
the money that their administration has saved since
appointing one of the DNC contributing nuns to the post
of Attorney General, only moments before her vow of
silence began. Since this one minor change, The Justice
Department is saving massive amounts of time and
money that was previously being spent on the investigation and prosecution of those involved in actions harmful
to Americans. In an unrelated development, a coincidental corollary has developed between the amount of time
the new Attorney General has been in office and the lack
of investigations into President Gore's activities.
In one positive development, with the little you have
left over after the new taxes are levied to fund pet projects
of Al Gore's like his "Presidential Committee on What I
Did and Didn't Invent," you buy stock in a company that
wouldn't have been around had George W. Bush been
elected. The company, which dismantles military machinery and sells the parts for scrap, has enjoyed unprecedented success since the election. It looks like with your profits you'll be able attend what Al and Tipper are billing as
the party of the new millennium.
The celebration, to be held on the Capitol Mall on the
Fourth of July, will honor the culmination of both of their
work during the first 100 days of their administration. A
bonfire will be lit at the end of the evening, using the
records that Tipper successfully outlawed and the stocks
of the hunting rifles that Al confiscated as fuel. Everyone
will sing and dance without the burdens that accompany
inalienable freedoms and the responsibilities of sustaining
a democracy, the mood will be much less "serious," and
more earthy-toned fun will ensue.
Whew! For a minute there it all seemed so real, pardon
me as I wipe the sweat from my brow. Remember what
could happen when you pull that lever in November. As
Dr. Gonzo. Hunter S. Thompson told us. "There's no such
thing as paranoia...It's all true."<>
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Letters to the Editor
School spirit important
for university
I am writing in this forum to respond to the
Letter to Editor from Brian Spencer that
appeared in the September 11 issue of Sidelines
(MTSU's priorities are seriously out of wack
[sic)). In his letter, Mr. Spencer expresses two
opinions. First, Mr. Spencer suggests there is a
misplaced priority being placed on school spirit.
He believes that the issue of school spirit is taking precedence over more serious issues, e.g.
classroom crowding and TBR policies. He goes
on to assert, "It's just sports. Gimme a break.
MTSU should be focusing on academics, not
athletics."
On this issue, I would like to both agree and
disagree with Mr. Spencer's position. To agree, it
is clear that the University's primary mission is to
develop educated persons. The academic mission
of the University should always be paramount. In
my view, however, academics and school spirit
are not mutually exclusive terms.
My definition of school spirit is an enthusiastic attachment to an institution of learning. My
definition of school spirit does not focus exclusively on sports or sporting events. I want students to attend sporting events, but I also want to

Mail your comments to Box 42, drop them off at JUB 310 or e-mail them to stupubs@mtsu.edu.
Letters may be edited for length, grammar or content.

see them attend concert events from the music
department, theatre productions, art displays,
political discussions, student organization meel
ings and events and all the other myriad of connections available to them.
I would also suggest that wearing "over-priced
college clothing" is not the only sign of support.
At the same time, I rarely hear people complain
about the cost of UT clothing or Titans jerseys,
or even the cost of clothing bearing the logos of
Michigan and Detroit teams. I would assert that
cost could be more of an excuse than a reason.
Our concept of cost is directly related to our
desire. When we want something badly enough
we find the money.
What I am interested in promoting is pride of
association. I want more students to more readily display their pride at being an MTSU student
in whatever way makes sense to them.
I also don't believe anyone has to give up
his/her other allegiances. You don't have to stop
being a fan of any other team or university to be
proud of being at MTSU.
I would like to suggest two reasons why school
spirit can be important to students. There has
been extensive research over the past 50 years
about why students choose to attend college and
why they choose to stay at a specific institution.
In many cases, a student picks an institution

carefully based on specific objective criteria. In
many more cases a student identifies a number of
institutions, visits each and then goes to the one
thai feels right." When you survey graduating
seniors, you will also find that the "feel" of an
institution is a powerful factor in retention.
School spirit is an expression of that feeling at
any institution. When students feel that they are
in the right place, they are more likely to matriculate, more likely to persist to graduation and
more likely to be successful.
This would suggest that school spirit is an
issue worth considering because it (1) can be a
factor in recruiting students, and (2) can be a factor in student persistence. We brought together
numerous focus groups on campus last spring.
Each time I asked them to tell me what the signs
of a campus with strong school spirit are. they
gave me the same answers every time — wearing
school colors, attendance at school events, community support and high rates of persistence.
Mr. Spencer's second point appears to be that
the University should not be providing resources
in support of the Greek system on campus
Working with the Greek system does require
an investment of time and energy on the part of
the University. In my view, that is time and energy well spent.
Yes. groups do make mistakes. When they do,

we take appropriate action. When I look at the
good they do the campus and compare it against
the mistakes they have made and are likely to
make in the future. I believe the good far outweighs the bad. I unequivocally support their
presence on this campus. I will not back away
from making them a central part of the student
life plans we implement on campus. I am willing
to expend the same amount of energy on any
other student organization that wants to make a
positive contribution to campus.
I suspect my views will not alter Mr. Spencer's
views. I also suspect there are others who agree
with Mr. Spencer. There will always be a segment
of this student body who want to simply come to
class and then leave. They want only what is in
the classroom and have no significant interest in
campus life. That is an observation, not a criticism. They are welcome to structure their collegiate experience in that manner. I will continue
to try to be a catalyst for a campus life that is
involving and spirited. I perceive that as one of
my primary functions until I am told otherwise.
For those who are still reading this, thank you for
your time and consideration.

Sincerely yours,
Robert Glenn
Vice President of Student Affairs
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Raiding the treasure chest
Childhood memories spring back to life in 'Raiders of the Lost Ark'
By Jared Wilson
Staff Writer
I was six years old when my parents
took me to see Raiders of the Lost Ark at
our local theater. It was a milestone in
my life-long passion for movies. The
next day. before Mrs. Palmer's first
grade class began, my friends and I
played Indiana Jones, dodging poison
darts and fleeing bloodthirsty Nazis. In
following years, I wore a Raiders Tshirt and hauled a Raiders lunch box to
school. In rumpled shirt, oversized
brown jacket, weathered fedora and —
thanks to my mothers eyebrow pencil
— whiskers. I adventured house to
house as [ndj for Halloween. My Dad
bought me a bullwhip in Mexico. Bad
idea.
I was Indiana Jones-ing all the
plants in our yard and. when the mood
struck me, mj little brother. I spent
hours immersed in the Raiders storybook, the one that came with the
record; the sound of the whip cracking
told me when to turn the page. (The
Map Room sequence was just as goosebump giving as the scene in the
movie.) When my friends took to those
Time Machine books. I took to the
Indiana Jones Choose Your Own
Adventure series. George Lucas's Stai
Wars had earlier sparked my three
year-old imagination: this and Steven
Spielberg's Raiders of the Lost Ark
helped me sustain it.
So, when I heard that a Middle
Tennessee theater planned a limited rerelease of this landmark film, 1 was
understandably excited. I had not seen
Raiders on a big screen in nineteen
years, and multiple video viewings did
not diminish the magical experience. I
tried to replicate my younger self's

Indiana Jones attempts to board a German military truck in order to
Covenant from Nazi soldiers in the film Raiders of the Lost Ark.
experience as closely as possible. I sat
In the middle of the theater. When
you're little, you think the middle is the
best place to sit. Now, I just make sure
no stranger is sitting in close proximity1 haven't had movie popcorn in
years. I'm a "candy guy" at the movies,
but I had popcorn the first time I saw
Raiders, so I bought popcorn this time,
too. With my wife by my side — poor

thing, she hadn't seen Raidersoi its two
sequels on the big screen
I took mj
seat and prepared to be swept away. I
was not disappointed.
Raiders of the Lost Ark was made for
viewing on a large screen in its original
projection ratio (ban "pan and scan. I
say). I sincerely sympathize with those
whose experience with Indiana Jones is
limited to television. You just don't
know what you're missing. Nothing

juvenile fantas:: humor, rollicking
adventure, a touch of the supernatural,
a bit of horror and romance (light on
the sap).
I found myself moved by John
Williams's theme (the new prototype
for adventure themes) resounding
richly in the theater. I laughed at jokes
I thought had grown stale. Ronald
Lacey. as the bug-eyed villain Toht. still
scared me. I didn't scoff at the foreverdescending wall in the opening
sequence or roll my eyes when Indy
maneuvers under a speeding truck and
body surfs along the dirt road behind
it.
The fight scenes thrilled me. The
one-note characters seemed perfectly
placed in an unabashed "genre film." I
winced during the face-melting climax
(which gave me bad dreams as a child)
and found Karen Allen's bare back
incredibly sexy (which gave me dreams
of a different sort as a child, when I was
too young to even know what "sexy"
meant).
I left the theater giddy as a ... well,
as a schoolboy, I guess. Raiders of the
Lost Ark remains the best adventure
film Hollywood has turned out in a
Photo Provided
long time. In a day when grotesque
steal back the Ark of the
violence masquerades as a punch line
in some films, when car chases are routine and unexciting. Raiders of the Lost
beats light projected through celluloid. Ark still delivers the goods.
It's mystical. It's dynamic. It breathes.
It is a mythic sort of movie that
For nearly two hours. I was six years delights the senses and stirs the childold again, absorbed in the action and like spirit within. And as lighthearted
entranced by the adventure. With as it is. without it, I wouldn't have been
lndiaii,i Jones. George Lucas wanted to asking my mother to rent me "serious"
recall all the adventure serials. Western films like Hope and Glory or The
movies and comic books he had Mosquito Coast as a grade schooler
enjoyed as a kid. Indiana Jones was my instead of unoriginal, uninventive carequivalent to Lucas' childhood inspira- toon dreck like so many of my friends
tions. Raiders has all the ingredients for watched.♦

Some Indiana Jones trivia:
* John Rhys-Davies, who played Indy's
Egyptian friend Sallah in the first and third
films, is also known for his role as the Marvel
Comics villain Kingpin in several Incredible
Hulk/Daredevil television movies. His next role
will be as Gimli in the big-screen adaptation of
J.R.R. Tolkien's THE LORD OF THE RINGS
trilogy.
* Tom Selleck was originally approached for
the role of Indiana Jones, but could not commit
due to "Magnum P.I." production.
" Harrison Ford suggested the "Raiders"

scene in which Indy simply shoots an intimidating swordsman He had diarrhea and didn't feel
up to filming the elaborate fight sequence that
was scripted.
* In the "Raiders" Well of the Souls sequence,
on the wall behind the Ark of the Covenant, set
decorators included depictions of "Star Wars"
druids R2-D2 and C-3PO among the hieroglyphics.
* Frank MarshaU, one of the film's producers,
plays the Nazi pilot of the flying wing in
"Raiders". Marshall went on to produce movies

like the "Back to the Future" trilogy, "The Sixth
Sense", and nearly every Steven Spielberg film.
* In the "Raiders" scene where a bazooka-toting Indy confronts the Nazi procession on the
island, a close-up of Belloq (Paul Freeman)
reveals the actor inadvertently eating a fly that
lands on his lip.
* The club at the beginning of "Indiana Jones
and the Temple of Doom" is called Club Obi
Wan, a reference to the "Star Wars" Jedi.
* "Temple of Doom" inspired the MPAA's
PG-13 rating.

i

Art: An artistic celebration of all things
Continued from I
joined each other for the last song.
Surprisingly it was very good.
From there, the streets led to the
many booths serving a variety of
foods, from dessert to hot dogs to salad
sandwiches.
Kristina
Bell,
of
Tullahoma TN, reported that one
booth had "the best cheesecake [she
had] ever eateni" between munches.
She was right.
Down the street there were other
artists. At the bottom of the stairs was
a contortionist amusing children and
their parents alike, by tight rope walking and juggling, what looked like,
flaming bowling pins.
Past him was the Fest de Ville
Marketplace. This area is where more
than 25 artists have artwork on display
and for sale through the auction on the
final night of Fest de Ville Nashville.
Next on the schedule for the
evening was attending "Opera Goes
Hollywood"
performed by the
Nashville Opera, the Nashville
Chamber Orchestra and TPAC. This
operetta included some of the greatest
hits from popular movies such as
Pretty Woman and Amadeus, set to
Mozart and other classical composers.
The singers came out and performed with such ease and comfort
that it was breath taking.
The first section performed was

"The Marriage of Figaro." where the
Count and Countess were in a love triangle with Susanna. In the end. of
course, all was well, but the emotions
evoked through the songs and the
range of the performers was amazing,
and in the end it left one hoping for an
encore.
In the lobby of Polk Theatre, a different art form was taking place. Four
barefoot women known as Relative,
wowed the crowd with spoken verse.
Accompanied by John Hunter on
keyboards, these ladies recited original
works of poetry. Mind you, this was
not your traditional poetry. It included
such works as "Strong Women,"
"Nashville" and "Did I fail to mention"
which dealt with date rape.
Hunter then did his own wonderful
rendition of Prince's "Purple Rain"
only on keyboards with Relative joining him in voice on one verse. When
asked about their barefeet. one member of Relative named Ashanti, an
MTSU graduate, stated that it was "a
connection to the universe; a way to be
closer to the Earth."
They finished to a standing ovation
proving that they were definitely closer
to the audience.
Some of the attendants enjoyed performances a little more on the silly
side. Virginia Pirkle and Hays Brandon
of Harpeth High School both stated
that, "The guy with the puppets is the

best, especially his Jimi Hendrix one."
Lee Zimmerman has been doing marionette work for 22 years now.
He has done work for hit sitcoms
such as Seinfeld and The Drew Carey
Show. All of his puppets are originals,
handmade by him.
"It all started '22 years ago, when I
was 15 with this |itni Hendrix doll.
This is my only marketable skill," said
Zimmerman.
Throughout the weekend many
artists did what they do best, performing. The variet) of genres included
something for everyone from children
to teens to adults.
Nashville's "celebration of all things
artistic" truly was a celebration in all
aspects of the word, and man) people
hope to make it one of Nashville's tra
ditions.^
(Right) Woodworking artist
Vic Hood takes a break from
adding the finishing touches to his
carving. (Far left) Barto, the contortionist, wows the crowd by
tight- rope walking while juggling
flaming torches. (6etow) A highly
energized performance by The
Born Again Choir adds tons of
momentum to the weekend's
excitement.
Pltotoj b) Hwth Chrtwood | Staff Ptwtographw

* Although he portrayed Indiana's father in
"Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade". Sean
Conner/ is only 12 years older than Harrison Ford
* George Lucas, Steven Spielberg, and
Harrison Ford have all committed to a fourth
Indiana Jones film, pending script agreement.
Lucas and Spielberg have tapped M. Night
Shyamalan, the writer-director of "The Sixth
Sense" and this fall's "Unbreakable", to pen the
third sequel. Possible story lines have Included a
re teaming of Ford and Connery as they search
for the lost city of Atlantis. ,
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Highlander, stick to the rules

•£} Your. P<2Rioc><jp-

There can be only one!'
By Bill Mclntire
Staff Writer
The good news is that
Highlander: Endgame is the best
of the sequels to the 1986 cult
fantasy. The bad news is, that in
spite of the good news, it's still a
lousy movie.
The original Highlander is
one of my all-time favorite
films. My fellow fans and I have
been waiting 14 years for a
decent sequel. Highlander 2:
The Quickening was blatantly
awful. Highlander 3: The
Magician was goofy to the point
of being nonsensical. The only
saving grace of these movies has
been the willingness of fans to
forget them and allow the filmmakers the opportunity to try
again with a clean slate-the
equivalent of a "do-over".
Highlander: Endgame doesn't
give us that option. In the
mythology of these characters,
this really happened and there's
no turning back.
This last installment in the
adventures of immortal warrior
Connor
MacCleod
(Christopher Lambert I finds
him emotionally crippled by
the never-ending conflict of the
immortals as they battle for the
power of the Prize. The prime
instigator of Connor's condition is a powerful and evil
immortal named lacob Kell
(Bruce Payne). Enter Connor's
descendant and fellow immortal, Duncan (Adrian Paul),
familiar to a wider audience as
the focus of the popular
Highlander television series.
Together, the warriors commit
themselves to ending Kell's
threat.
The core story is surprisingly
simple, and might have made a
good episode for the television
series. Instead, director Douglas
Aarniokowski utilizes incredibly heavy cinematic storytelling
to obscure the story at every
turn in an attempt to stretch it
to an hour and a half. For example, it's almost impossible to tell
when or where anything is taking place for the first 30 minutes. If you lose "when" and

"where" this early in a film, you
can't even begin to approach
"why."
Exposition would be hard
enough for a backstory as complex as the immortals', especially including the information
from the television series, but
Aarniokowski feels the need to
muddy that too. Duncan is
given an immortal love interest
from a few hundred years ago
with a grudge (Lisa Barbuscia),
requiring a whole other level of
explanation. By the time we
finally understand why she
hates him, she and Duncan are
having sex in two different time
periods at once.
The problem of too little
explanation too late haunts the
entire movie. The film's initial
setup involves ,i gang ol motorcycle riding superpunks attacking machine gun wielding
monks at a monastery where a
do/en men are strapped to
metal harnesses one ol whom
may or may not be Connor).
We don't find out why until well
alter
the
monastery
is
destroyed, and it makes ecu
loss sense than the attack itself.
On
a
technical
level.

Endgame is badly uneven. The
incredibly inventive editing in
the first Highlander has been
replaced with sweeping helicopter shots of the Scottish
Highlands and or the Sew York

cityscape that, at
times,
becomes dizzying enough to
induce nausea. Most ol the film
is too dark, probably in an
attempt to hide the actors' disdain lor what they are forced to
work with. Visual effects, mercifullv kept to a minimum, still
manage to overwhelm the film's
climax, muting its emotional
power.
The film's only positive
aspect is the excellent sword
fighting. It has to be in a movie
where all the principles have
been using swords for centuries.
Particularly good is a prolonged
battle between Duncan and the
aforementioned superpunks.
The actors seem to be at their
best only when handling cutlery. The emotional climax of

Le 'Beau
Chateau
12, and 3 Bedroom Apartments

Students and Faculty
Welcome
3 blocks Jhm MTSU

890-1378
1315 K Castle St
Mwfreesbow, TN
37130
MO HIES DVD COMPACT DISCS
T-SHIRTS POSTERS STICKERS
POSTCMRDS GIFTS & MORE!

FOR STORE INFO CALL: 895-5202
OPEN NOON TIL MIDNIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK
CULT-CLASSICS
FOREIGN FILMS
INDEPENDENT
MOVIES & THE

NEW
1008A N. TN. BLVD. ACROSS FROM MTSU

home \ horn \nl: one's place of residence 2: congenial
environment 3: relaxed and comfortable: at ease 4: tamil
iar ground

AIMCO
Apartment Investment and Management Company
"Simply Superior VHKV"

Chelsea Place Apartments
910 S. Tennessee Blvd
Murfreestx.ro, TN 37130
(615)893-3516

Colony House Apartments
1510 Huntington Drive
Murfreesboro. TN 37130
(615)896-3450

yw.Uiclittl'ljfrttiiimto.coiu

www.CulunyH.msra.imiai.co.
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the film (not to be confused
with the actual climax discussed
earlier), comes at the end of the
duel between
Duncan and Connor to see
who will stop Kell. The emotions are the most genuine of
the entire film. Even Kell's
grand exposition (maybe a bit
too grand) is given at sword
point.
By now I'm certain most
people have given up on ever
getting a good sequel to
Highlander. It's just as well,
because Endgame didn't even
try. This was a marketing tool
from the beginning, intended to
be a passing-of-the-franchisetorch to the cast of the television series. Future movies will
focus on Duncan fighting
immortals at the side of his television cronies Dawson ()im
Byrnes) and Methos (Peter
Wingfield). But now they get to
curse and we can see Duncan's
hare butt. Hardly adequate
compensation for the loss of

aPANUC?
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CALL THE

Here's what clients say
about the center
I could talk without feeling
embarrassed
I could ask the counselor
anything
When I walked in the door I
felt I would be cared for. They
treated me with kindness and

hope.

respect.

The immortal battle cry
declares, "There can be only
one! When the sequels began,
cynics like me changed it to,
"There can be only one more."
Alter Endgame, one more
change is appropriate. There
should've been only one!#

All services FREE and
CONFIDENTIAL
Pregnancy tests

4Great Clips for hair
Your image is everything.
How much it costs
can he our little secret.

Confidential options counseling
Pre-natal support group
Post abortion support
•

$0 99

8

Evening and weekend
hours available

with student ID
(no coupon required)

Walk-in Service
Hours: M-F 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 11-4
1715M South Rutherford Blvd.

895-2226

Next to Bi-Lo -Exit Campus Right on Rutherford for 2 miles

2441R Old Fort Parkway

494-1300

Next to Kroger across from Sam's

•fcu're totted1ft ALL #u"fcinK. £€art.
GIVE US A CALL WE CAN HELP.
The Pregnancy
Support Center

893-0228
106 E. Co««geSt.
MurtrMSOOfO. TN 37130
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Blue Raiders win doubles title
By Rachel Parrish
Stuff Writer

Photo by Matthew H Starling

Star! Photographer

Mark Pellerin was part of the winning doubles team at the MTSU Fall Invitational.

For all three days of the Middle
Tennessee Fall Invitational, rain
caused delays and cancellations.
Sundays final rounds had to be
moved indoors to the Racquet club.
Claiming the doubles championship were Middle Tennessee's
Mark Pellerin and Trevor Short,
who beat out Michael Chamberlain
and Joe Schhumulian of Memphis.
"It's a great start for Mark and
Trevor," Blue Raiders head coach
Dale Short said. "I'm really excited
for Mark. As a senior, he is really
beginning to show his leadership.
They are going to be a big help for
our doubles team. I am happy for
Trevor to be able to win his first
tournament."
Michael Staniak. from Australia,
had his first collegiate win and
moved in to the quarterfinals for the
Blue Raiders.
Staniak was the only player to
win at least two matches in singles.
The Blue Raiders were otherwise
shut out during the tournament.
This weekend the Blue Raiders
will travel to Athens. Ga.. to compete
in
the
Southern
Intercollegiate.♦

Lightning
Flash

Sept 26 @ Western
Kentucky 7 P.M.

Sept 29- Oct 2 Southern
Intercollegiate @ Athens, GA

October 1 Denver 1 P.M.
Sept 27 @ Georgia State 3 P.M.

Oct 2-3 Hillman Robbins
Intercollegiate @ Memphis.TN

Lady Raiders drop Calico has high goals
fourth straight
MT Media Relations
Middle Tennessee dropped its
fourth straight soccer decision with a
3-0 loss to South Alabama in a rainsoaked game on Sunday that featured
a 45-minute delay due to lightning.
Middle Tennessee falls to 3-6 overall and 1-3 in Sun Belt play with the
loss while South Alabama improves to
6-4 and 1 -0 in the league.
folanda Janiga got the Jags on the
board at 22:37 on a corner kick from
teammate Cindy Rainville. Rainville
delivered the next goal for USA just
inside the box on a feed from Jackie
Shirer at the 37:34 mark to give South
Alabama a 2-0 lead at the half.
Heavy rains fell prior to game time
and returned just as both teams
returned to action in the second
frame. With lightning in the area, offi-

cials suspended the game at 51:00 to
allow the storm to pass. After 45 minutes the lightning passed but the rain
picked up. making the conditions difficult for both teams.
The game continued in a stalemate
until
South
Alabama's
Karen
Monteleone blasted a shot past
Middle Tennessee goalie Jennifer
Robb at 65:45 to give the Jags a 3-0
advantage where the game eventually
ended.
Robb's numbers were good for the
Lady Raiders as she stopped 11 of the
14 shots on goal that she faced. The
Lady Raiders only managed to fire
three shots on net against USA goalie
Kyla Rogers and she turned each of
them away.
The Lady Raiders continue their
current homestand with a conference
match-up against Denver on Oct. 1 ♦

DuBose waves
white flag
Associated Press
Alabama coach Mike DuBose,
whose team is off to its worst start in
a decade, offered to resign 10 days
ago. His offer was declined.
The Birmingham News and The
Tuscaloosa News reported Tuesday
that DuBose made the gesture after
Alabama was beaten 21-0 by
Southern Mississippi on Sept. 16.
DuBose confirmed that he made the
offer privately to athletic director Mai
Moore in the locker room after the
game.
"I did tell him after the Southern
Miss game that I would resign, if
that's what he thought was best for
the university," DuBose said. "That
was not intended for an immediate
resignation. That was intended for the
end of the year, based on what is best
for this university and football team.
"It was a statement made in privacy, in the coaches locker room that I
never expected to get out."
Moore did not accept the resignation offer, which was made with several assistant coaches in the room.
"It's an emotional thing after the
game." Moore said Monday night. "In
a dressing room like that, it is not an
official meeting in that context, and I
certainly took it that way."
The Crimson Tide are 1-3 after
two straight losses. A Birmingham
newspaper is taking a readers' poll on
"Should DuBose stay or go?" That's
also the hot topic on talk radio and
Internet chat rooms, and DuBose is
similarly critical of his own performance.
DuBose, at his regular Monday
news conference, was openly critical
of the job he has done.

■■

"I'm mad at myself, because I'm
not doing the job the way the job
should be done," DuBose said. "I'm
not going to make excuses. We're not
playing as well as we're capable of.
The staff knows that, the players
know that, and that starts with me.
I've got to do a better job of coaching."
The questions are nothing new to
DuBose, who also came under fire last
September and went on to claim
Southeastern Conference Coach of
the Year honors. The Tide (1-1 SEC)
could quiet some of the critics with a
win Saturday over No. 23 South
Carolina (4-0. 2-0). Moore, in his first
year as athletic director, said he
wouldn't evaluate DuBose until after
the season.
"I think my job is to support the
team during the season, and we evaluate every team and every coach at
the end of their respective season,"
said Moore, a former Tide football
player, assistant coach and administrator.
"That will be done here. I'm supporting these guys."
The Tide were picked No. 3 in
ESPN/USA Today preseason poll, fell
out of the poll two weeks with the loss
to Southern Mississippi. Last weekend, Arkansas scored a touchdown
and two-point play to rally for a 28-21
win over Alabama. Dubose said that
game was evidence that the Tide are
"in the process" of coming together.
"I'm sorry it took four games to
get into the process of doing it, and
that's my fault," he said. "The only
thing I can tell you is we're not coaching today any different than we did
this time last year. We're not going to
coach any different tomorrow." ♦

Photographic Stmws
Tyrone Calico fights to make a catch over two Maryland defenders.

By Colleen Cox
Staff Writer
Tyrone Calico is still learning his
position of wide receiver for the Blue
Raiders.
He has only played the position for
two years and "still has a lot to learn."
However, he started out as a linebacker before being switched to wide
receiver.
Calico looks up to Kendall
Newson and Hansford Johnson, two
junior wide receivers for the Blue
Raiders, because "they have been
playing wide receiver all their life and
I'm trying to learn more and more
from them."
Size is a big strength for Calico,
who was a member of the Blue Raider
basketball team in 1998. It allows him
to jump up and catch the ball over
smaller defenders.
His goals for this season are to get

better, faster, and stronger. Calico
would also like to win.
He
chose
MTSU
over
Memphis because
he had a friend
who came here as
well. Calico says
his experience has
been.
"Great.
Especially
the
way the coaches
Calico
treat the players."
Last season Calico set two school
records. One. was for most receptions
in a season 65 - by a freshman and
the other was twelve receptions in one
game.
According to Calico, the outlook
on the football season is still positive.
"We started out slow, but we're
about to pick it up," Calico said.
Although, he points out the main

thing the offense needs to improve
upon is "finishing in the red zone in
practice and in the games."
Calico is excited just to play the
game of football.
He was excited about the Florida
game, but says. "I'm excited about
every game because it could be your
last. I play every game like it's my
last."
Football is not the only thing
Calico is focused on. He also wants to
get
a
degree
in
Business
Administration and own his own
business or get a job "working up
somewhere real high."
Student support plays a major role
in athletics according to Calico.
"I come from a high school where
the whole town would shut everything down just to go to a high school
game." Calico said, "but I come up
here and we're struggling to get
fans."^
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TODDINGTON HEIGHTS

Affordable
Spacious
Apartments
One and Two Bedroom • Close to Campus
1306 Bradyville Pike
(offTenn. Blvd.)

896-1766

Chris, Mark, or Warren at 8982104.

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD
of

MIDDLE & EAST TENNESSEE

UNIVERSITY
COURTYARD
A K I M t S

907-0600
1540 New Lascassas Hwy

ucmurfreesboro@universitycourtyard.com

Apartments Still Available

All

m

DON'T HAVE SEX
IN THE DARK
WE PROVIDE:
PREGNANCY TESTING,
EMERGENCY
CONTRACEPTION,
TESTING a TREATMENT
OF SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED
INFECTIONS,
AND BIRTH CONTROL

MIDTOWN CENTER
412 D.S. TODDBLVD

834-4840
SOUTHEAST CENTER
313-B HARDING PUCE

WEEKDAY FEATURES
MORMM; HIM (6-9AM)

\sso( 1 MI i)

PRESS NEWS

221-0729
24 HOUR INFORMATION

'FRESH AIR" WITH TERR> GROSS (4-5PM)

OVERSIGHTS WITH BOBPARLOCHA

Sidelines recommends that
you use discretion before sending money for any advertised
goods and services. We recommend that you get in writing a
full description prior to sending money.
MTSU student needs roomate to move in at the end of
the month. Rent is $260 + 1/2
utilities. Please call Efrain at
907-1903
MUSICIANS WANTED
Female Drummer forming
"Contemporary
Christian
Band" Needs: Accoustic Guitar
& Electric Guitar Player, Bass
Player, Keyboards and Vocals. If
interested call Aimee at 9072111.
SWCM 27 ISO SWCF 20-25
who enjoys playing tennis, basketball and baseball, listening to
pop and country music and
enjoys traveling. Respond to
turnbowrd@yahoo.com

321-7216

^JMOT-FM89.5

VIODLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
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CONFIDENTIAL
AFFORDABLE
FAST SERVICE

CONSULTANTS
$75-$125/Day, PT/FT 1800-934-8537
www.edailycash.com/echo
Have Fun-Raising Funds for
your Clubs, Teams and Groups.
Earn up tp $500 or more! Put
our 25 years of fundraising
experience to work for you. Call
now for details 800-592-2121

CAMPUS RECREATION
needs lifeguards for both
indoor 8c outdoor pools.
Starting pay $6 per hour. Must
have current First Aid 8c CPR
certifications as well as lifeguarding
(Red
Cross
Preferred). Call Karen or Ray at
898-2104.
CAMPUS RECREATION
needs Water Safety Instructions
and Swimming Aids to work
wirh all levels of swim classes.
Must commit to 2wk classes for
4/5 days per wk. Red Cross
Preferred. W.S.I-$8-10hr and
Aids $5.15 and up. Contact
Karen or Ray at 898-2104.
Wanted: Dance Baton and
Cheerleading
Teachers.
Experience working with Child
a must. Good Pay. Call Cindy
896-4683, 347-3595.
Part-time babysitter for professor's infant child. $6 hr. 8982038
Lawnmowers/Landscapers
needed for Smyrna based Co.
$8 Hr to start-rapid pay
Increases. Flexible Schedule
Possible. To apply cal 459-5569

2-12" Orion XTR Speakers,
Orion 275 SX Amp. Plexi-glass,
carpet covered box $400 OBO,
Must sell, Will sell seprately
895-4490

Trek 930 Mountain Bike
Great Shape, New tires. Dai
Green/ Black, Gripshifter, won
last long for $225. Call or <
mail 893-2559 gosarge@ho
mail.com

Large drom size refrigerate r
and also a super sing !
waterbed. Call Melinda at 49' 0188 anytime.
91 Ford Escort 5 speed
hatchback, one owner; nee< s
some work, but is driven regi larly as is. Could use a ne '
clutch. $300 obo 895-3496
'89 Buick Century
good condition, V6, powtjr
everything, air, cassette, ne 1
battery and starter,
$1500o.b.o Call 867-1346
18 inch Niche Bella
Chrome plated, mounted oh
225/40 BFG Euro Radials i 1
good condition. Extra shar|
Direct bolt to Camaro or otl ers. Hate to but must sell 11
$1700. Sericus inquires t>
Shane, newshane@yahoo.coi 1
or 867-6811.
Computer for sale, systerh
includes monitor, keyboar<
windows 95, along with varioi s
software, good working cond
tion, $300 obo, ca;; Katria
896-8767
or
e-ma 1
Katria@hotmail.com

ext 725
The recycle program at
MTSU is in need of volunteers.
If you know anyone who would
be willing to work any number
of hours a week, please contact
the Biology office at X2847 or
Dr. Doyle at X2069. Remember
it goes to a good cause, and the
person who volunteers may be
one to benefit. Thanks for your
help in this matter.
CAMPUS RECREATION
needs intramural officials for
volleyball. No experience necessary. We will train you pay
you and appreciate you. Call

IS THIS YOU?

Small Dorm refrigerator
$30. Odessa Acoustic Guitar,
case, stand, tuner $150. Contact
tala@peoplepc.com or 2171893
1986
Nissan
Pulsar.
$1200.00
Negotiable.
Automatic, air cond., sunroof,
great gas mileage, call Jennifer
(615)563-3058
YARD SALE! September 30
8am-3pm 1452 Mockingbird
I.n.(take 96 east towards
Lascassas 3.5 miles) Furniture,
clothes and more good stuff!

Great 3BD/2BA house i 1
Lavergne. Rent for $925/mo ( r
will sell for $93,000. Like ne\ .
504-8951

Classifieds are
free to students.
Come to JUB
306 to place
your ad today.
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Homecoming Week Events Schedule
Homecoming Queen
Have you been wounded by the choice of
abortion? You are not alone. Millions of
men & women walk through life hiding their
pain behind a mask. They bury their feelings thinking: "No one understands what
I am going through" There is a reason
you hurt and there is a solution

Confidential and Compassionate
Christian support is as close as
your telephone.

You don't have to hurt...
call 893-0228
Set Me Free is a Program of the Pregnancy Support Center
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88 Dodge Aries, 4 door orfc
owner good condition, ca 1
896-6209 1000, obo

Don't miss the
Happy on the outside
but inside...
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Contestants
Alumnai Activities

The Homecoming Parade
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on Saturday before the game

And The Big Game
on 10 -14 against Louisiana
Monroe
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9,2000

8 ♦Thursday.September 27.2000 ♦ SIDELINES

CECJARCREST

MMdle Tennessee's
Newest Golf Destination
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849-7837

3rd annual
Nashville CARES AIDSWalk
Benefit Show
Sebastian's
Wednesday, September 27
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Vote
Megan, Uearon
for MTSU 2000 Hommmm^
quern
Spomored/by AlphuOmicrOfiVi/
Sept 25-27
0 r&im at
mw.\n£iw.edu/\
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Take one teasDOon lo
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It could happen to any one
of us. And if it did, wouldn't
you pray for someone to
help you put your life back
together. We're here for
Sandy for as long as it takes.

Your donation
couM chango
a life. Pleas*
call us at
1 800.89v.0089
or visit
www.voa.ora.
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Volunteers
of America*
Iherrarv m lamb lo carmg
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■^ato! Resources.

Every lime a company makes a product, they also use enerqy and natural resources.
Every time you make a purchase, you could save some of that enerqy and those
resources. 'Cause when you buy durable and reusable products, there's less lo throw
away. And less to replace. For a free shopping guide, please call 1-800-2-RECYCLE.

BUY SMART.

WASTE

LESS.
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SAVE

MORE.
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All proceeds go to Nashville CARES

